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Recent advances in the study of archaic hominin DNA have resulted in the rapid
development and application of new methods designed to test our relationship to our
nearest relatives. These methods have been applied with archaic samples in contexts with
ghost admixture, sparse sampling, ascertainment bias, and poorly understood historical
events. They have also been applied to modern samples with complex relationships which
will exacerbate the same problems. Here, we introduce a new method for estimating the
admixture fraction, and test it and several previous methods to determine their sensitivity
to the above problems. Finally, we apply these methods to Single Nucleotide Polymorphism
(SNP) microarray and whole genome data, and compare our estimates to those published
previously.
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With the publication of several archaic hominin genomes, substantial progress has been
made on the study of our relationship to our distant relatives [1]–[5]. With new data, and
a new set of problems to resolve, new methods have been developed to directly address
a long standing debate: whether ancestors of modern non-Africans completely replaced,
or interbred with, archaic hominins as they left Africa [6]–[8]. One result of the draft
Neanderthal genome paper [1] was direct evidence that non-Africans shared 1–4% of their
genome with Neanderthals. Shortly afterward, a distinct archaic species, now referred to
as Denisova for the cave in which the fossil was discovered, was sequenced [2] and shown
to contribute an additional 3–6% archaic DNA to modern Oceanians. Further studies have
since reaffirmed and refined these estimates [3]–[5].
Archaic introgression has had significant effects on modern populations. Estimates of
the admixture fraction or mixture proportion have been relatively small, but we can still
see signs of this introgression in the genes of modern non-Africans. There is evidence that
selection has acted on these introgressed segments, conferring benefits at high-altitude [9],
changing our skin and hair [10]–[12], and affecting our immune system [13]. There is also
evidence that selection has removed substantial amounts of introgressed DNA. The evidence
for this is two-fold. First, there are wide stretches of the modern genome that lack evidence
of archaic introgression, implying that selection may have purged introgressed alleles in
those regions [10], [11]. Additionally, a human specimen that was a close relative of a
Neanderthal was sequenced, and contained a significantly greater admixture fraction than
today’s populations [14]. This also implies that selection acted against some portion of
archaic introgression.
The mixture proportion—the amount of ancestry shared by a modern and an archaic
2human—has been estimated directly using an approach called F4-ratio estimation [15].
These methods assume a phylogenetic tree relating samples from different populations. In
our case, those populations are Africa, Eurasia, Neanderthal, and Denisova. In the absence
of what we call ghost admixture—introgression into a focal population from a secondary
archaic hominin population [16], [17]—these methods generate unbiased estimates of archaic
admixture in modern Eurasians. However, when there is ghost admixture in the Eurasian
population, as would be the case in Melanesia and perhaps East Asia, results are biased for
several methods in the F3 and F4-ratio statistic family, including fˆ , RNeandertal, and Q [1],
[2], [15], [18].
Once corrected for ghost admixture, the methods used to generate these results require
strong assumptions about the number of archaic populations, the number of admixture
events, population size, and event ordering [1, Supp. 18, 2, Supp. 8, 3, Supp. 11, 4, Supp.
14, for corrections see 18]. We have previously shown that these biases depend on time,
population size, and the quantity of ghost admixture, but differ between methods, so a single
correction for all F3, or F4-ratio statistics is not possible [18]. Given that some Melanesian
populations have been shown to carry both Neanderthal and Denisovan admixture [2], [3],
that mainland Asian populations may carry some Denisovan DNA [4], [19], that Yorubans
have detectable levels of Neanderthal ancestry [3], and that Denisova carries some signal of
non-Neanderthal archaic admixture [4], it is apparent that having a full understanding of
the consequences of ghost admixture is essential.
Here, our purpose is two-fold. First, we present a composite likelihood estimator of
the archaic-modern mixture proportion and the date at which the modern and archaic
populations separated. This new method generates simultaneous estimates of the genetic
contribution of two archaic populations, making it useful for generating direct estimates of
the mixture proportion in populations where ghost admixture is suspected to be present.
Second, we compare the newly proposed method against methods used previously, with and
without corrections for ghost admixture, across varying sample sizes, and with uncertainty
in estimates of parameters present in those corrections. In doing so, we shed light on the
effect of model misspecification for several of the methods that have been used so far, and
to evaluate the newly proposed method.
1.2 Methods
The estimators for Neanderthal admixture used in the original publications of the
Neanderthal and Denisovan genomes, fˆ and RNeandertal, use the same underlying logic [15],
3[20]. We define a site pattern as a subset of the populations we are studying which share
the derived allele. If there has been no admixture between any of the populations of interest
and the archaic, then site patterns in which one or more of the modern populations shares
the derived allele with an archaic population should be the result of lineage sorting before
the populations split, and therefore should be roughly equal in frequency.
A significant excess in site patterns shared between a modern sample and a Neanderthal
is indicative of admixture between Neanderthals and that population. Alternatively, that
excess may be the result of ancient population structure [21], [22]. Analysis of linkage
disequilibrium surrounding putatively admixed alleles indicates a time of last gene exchange
roughly 56kya [23], which does not fit with the ancient population structure hypothesis.
Additionally, an ancient modern genome also appears to carry a significantly larger quantity
of archaic admixture, implying that he was recently descended from a Neanderthal [14].
The amount of excess due to admixture is a function of the mixture proportion, which
we call m. If we include the bias corrections presented by Rogers and Bohlender [18], then
there are several parameters for which we need estimates. These parameters are listed
in Table 1.1. So long as we have estimates for these other parameters, this fact allows us
to generate method-of-moments estimates of m, as is done in fˆ , RNeandertal, and Q.
Alternatively, we can generate estimates in a likelihood framework, as is shown below.
1.2.1 Composite Likelihood Estimator L
The method derived here is a composite likelihood estimator of the following: mN ,
the mixture proportion or quantity of shared allelic states between an archaic and modern
sample; mD, the mixture proportion between a second archaic and that modern; λ, the
date for the separation of the modern-archaic ancestral population into the modern and
archaic lines. The composite likelihood, hereafter referred to as L, takes the form shown
in Section 1.2.1. Following Rogers and Bohlender [18], we will use uppercase X, Y , N ,
D, and O to refer to populations, and lowercase x, y, n, d, and o to refer to haploid
Table 1.1. Labels for each of the population level events we simulate and model.
α date of Denisovan admixture
γ age of older Neanderthal fossil used in fˆ
δ date of Neanderthal admixture
ζ separation date for Africans and Eurasians
κ separation date for Neanderthal and Denisova populations
λ separation date for modern and archaic populations
4genomes sampled from those populations. We will indicate site patterns using lowercase
characters for the samples containing the derived allele. Below, we combine site patterns
xy and xyd because prior methods did not distinguish when sites shared the derived state
with Denisova. As a result, all sites fitting the xyd pattern were counted as part of the xy
pattern. We do not derive the probability of the xyd pattern separately here, but we do
make the distinction between xy and xyd clear, so we sum xy and xyd for clarity. The same
is true for patterns xn and xnd.













Here, Pij is the probability of site pattern ij; S is the sum of the probabilities of the site
patterns of interest; Iij is the observed count of site pattern ij in a dataset. Consider a
set of populations related as (((X,Y ), (N,D)), O) in Newick notation, where populations
grouped by parentheses are more closely related to one another than to populations outside
those parentheses. A diagram of the population tree we envision is presented in Fig. 1.1.
X and Y represent modern populations, N and D represent archaic populations, and O
the outgroup used to polarize the data. Because O is only used to polarize the data and
does not appear in any of the following calculations, it will be omitted from here on. We
distinguish between Pij and Pijk, where the former indicates that sample i and sample j
share the derived allele, while k carries the ancestral, and the latter indicates that all three
samples are carrying the derived allele.
We consider sites at which the derived allele is shared by one or both of the archaic
samples and the focal modern lineage y, or just the modern lineages. In a prior publication,
Rogers and Bohlender [18] derived formulas for the site patterns: Pxy, Pyn + Pynd, and
Pxn + Pxnd. In Appendix A, we derive the probabilities for Pyn, Pyd, and Pynd separately.
The above site patterns do not constitute all of the possible site patterns in our sample
space. For example, we do not include the site pattern x. Because we are using only a subset
of the possible site patterns, we need the conditional probability of each pattern, given that
the pattern is one of our patterns of interest. In all cases, the conditional probability of the
site pattern is its unconditional probability divided by the sum of the probabilities of the
site patterns which we define as:
S = Pxy + Pxyd + Pxn + Pxnd + Pyn + Pyd + Pynd








Figure 1.1. The assumed relationships between populations in the corrected versions of
fˆ , RNeandertal, and Q, as well as the relationships for L. Within each branch, populations
are assumed to be randomly mating. The red and blue lines indicate alternate paths that
the y sample may follow when derived from an archaic population. mN and mD represent
the fraction of all y lineages that derive from Neanderthals and Denisovans, respectively.
The observed count, or frequency, of a site pattern ij in a data set is denoted Iij . Rogers
and Bohlender show that the unconditional probabilities of the site patterns xn, yn, and xy
may be written as shown below in Eqs. (1.2) and (1.4) [18]. Note that Rogers and Bohlender
did not distinguish between xy and xyd etc. and we make this distinction explicit here.
Pxn + Pxnd = mN (1−mD)S(δ,κ)N S(κ,λ)ND +mDS(κ,λ)ND + (1−mN )(1−mD)S(ζ,λ)XY (1.2)
Pyn + Pynd = mN (1−mD)
{





λ− κ+ (1−KND)F (κ,λ)ND
}
+ Pxn + Pxnd (1.3)
Pxy + Pxyd = (1−mN )(1−mD)
[
λ− ζ + (1−KXY )F (ζ,λ)XY
]




−(κ−δ)/KN is the survival function in population N for the interval (δ, κ);
F
(δ,κ)
N = 1−S(δ,κ)N is the CDF for that interval; KN is NN/N0, or the ratio of the population
size in the current population to the size of the ancestral population. Other combinations
of subscripts and superscripts are likewise defined.
Rogers and Bohlender’s formula for the yn site pattern can be partitioned into two
mutually exclusive events, Pyn and Pynd, where the derived allele may be shared by yn
but not d, or shared by all three populations. This allows us to define yn and ynd
6separately. Because the proposed population tree in Fig. 1.1 is symmetrical with respect to
the relationship between Y and either N or D, it is trivial to convert an expression for yn
to an expression for yd.
1.2.2 Simulations
All methods were compared against data simulated in fastsimcoal 2.1 [24], [25]. Admix-
ture events occurred over a single generation in all cases. Simulated admixture quantities,
and simulated λ, are shown as dashed lines in all relevant figures, and all parameter values
are summarized in Table 1.2. Archaic samples were not introduced to the simulation until
the ages estimated for their corresponding samples in Green, Krause, Briggs, et al. [1] and
Reich, Green, Kircher, et al. [2]. All simulations in Fig. 1.2 assume constant and equal
size for all populations. Additional simulations with varying population size and event
dates, but fewer repetitions, were conducted to verify methods and results are presented
in Appendix A. The results with varying population size were identical to those with
constant population size shown below, so we do not include them here.
1.2.3 Parameter Sensitivity
The initial proposals for fˆ and RNeandertal concluded that they were unbiased, and they
are nearly unbiased, so long as the assumptions of the models are met. However, Rogers
and Bohlender [18] have recently presented alternative derivations showing that the methods
tested here and others are biased when used without correction for ghost admixture, and
then rely on several other parameters, some of which lack high-quality estimates. The
results below are in agreement.
To study the extent of this effect, we have collected estimates and ranges for these
parameters from the literature. When there were ambiguities due to uncertainty about
mutation rate estimates, we chose an estimate based upon a mutation rate of 0.5×10−9/yr.
Each estimate drew values from a truncated normal distribution with mean equal to
the values in Table 1.2, and variance taken from their associated publications, presented
in Tables 1.3 and 1.4. The ranges in this paragraph are stated as the width of the mean
±1.96σ. Values for λ and κ were chosen between 550–765kya and 381–473kya, respectively,
following the estimates published in Pru¨fer et al. [4]. Values for ζ were drawn between 100–
120kya matching Veeramah and Hammer [29]. Values for δ were drawn between 47–65kya
to match the most likely range published by Sankararaman et al. [23]. Finally, γ was taken
as 60–70kya, the center of the dates published for the Mesmaiskaya specimen [27] used in
7Table 1.2. Values of parameters used in all simulations. All time parameters are scaled by
2N0 generations. The length of a generation is assumed to be 29 years to match [23], [26].
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Archaic Admixture Estimator (mN and mD from L)
Comparison of Accuracy and Precision of Estimates
Figure 1.2. A comparison of estimates from each method studied, with and without
correction for ghost admixture. Estimates with corrections are given in the top row, while
estimates without correction are in the bottom row. The average number of SNPs across all
runs is listed at the top of each column. True values are given as gray dashed lines, while
the median estimate for each method is a red horizontal line. The simulated values of mN ,
mD, and λ are given in Table 1.2.
8Table 1.3. A summary of the tested range of dates around each event, in years, and the
corresponding source for the range. The ranges for mD and α were chosen by the authors to
reflect a reasonable level of uncertainty. All other values are ±1.96σ where σ was available.
Parameter Range Source
α 20000–30000 **
γ 60000–70000 [1], [27]





Table 1.4. Previous estimates of the value of λ. We have assumed the higher range from
Pru¨fer et al. for all of our analyses. [4]
Publication Separation Date
Green et al. 2010 [1] 270,000–440,000
Meyer et al. 2012 [3] 170,000–700,000
Pru¨fer et al. 2014 [4]
270,000–383,000
550,000–765,000
9Green et al. [1]. 2N0, the ancestral haploid population size, was assumed to be 20000, and
each population value was perturbed ±20% during the sensitivity analysis.
No reliable estimates were available for α, so we chose to use α = 25 and α = 25± 5 for
the simulations and sensitivity analysis, respectively.
1.2.4 Estimation
The values of the site pattern counts were generated with simulated SNPs. This can be





















Here, pA is the frequency of the derived allele in population A, and qA = 1− pA is the
frequency of the ancestral allele in that population. The sum is across all SNPs s.
The I values were calculated from simulated data. The estimates for fˆ , RNeandertal, and
Q were easily calculated from this point. For L, we used a combination of the basinhopping
algorithm [30] and the TNC optimization algorithm [31], for bounded optimization. All
optimizations used SciPy [32] and NumPy [33].
1.2.5 Sequencing Error
To evaluate the effect of sequencing error on each method tested, we took our simulated
data and randomly swapped bases from ancestral to derived and vice versa. We did so at
two rates, 1% and 0.1%. The 1% error rate represents an extreme case, as all bases switched
will move from ancestral to derived, ignoring the possibility of switching to a third allele
and being ignored in our analysis. Thus, 1%, which is higher than the estimated sequencing
error and contamination in Pru¨fer, Racimo, Patterson, et al. [4], clearly demonstrates the
effect, while 0.1% is meant to give a more realistic approximation of the effect in practice.
Both cases are shown in Figs. 1.3 and 1.4.
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Effect of 1% Sequencing Error
Figure 1.3. Effect of swapping 1% of all bases from ancestral to derived, simulating
sequencing error. A more extreme effect than we would see in practice.
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Effect of 0.1% Sequencing Error
Figure 1.4. Effect of swapping 0.1% of all bases from ancestral to derived. A more realistic
representation of the effect of sequencing error in practice.
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1.3 Results
1.3.1 Accuracy and Precision
Each method we compared was tested against the same datasets as all other methods,
and their outputs are compared in Fig. 1.2. For clarity, the individual estimates of mN and
mD from L will be referred to as mN and mD, while the corresponding estimates of mN
from the other estimators will be referred to by the name of the estimator.
Fig. 1.2 shows the sampling distributions for all methods with and without correction
for ghost admixture. fˆ , Q, mN , and mD all share similar levels of precision and accuracy,
but RNeandertal is both less precise, and less accurate, at all sample sizes, with and without
correction for ghost admixture. Additionally, while fˆ and Q both show some upward bias
when ghost admixture goes uncorrected, it is apparent that estimates from RNeandertal are
shifted upward severely, with a median estimate twice as large as the simulated value. This
confirms the theoretical results of Rogers and Bohlender [18] regarding the expected values
of fˆ , Q, and RNeandertal, and shows that the sampling distribution for RNeandertal is much
wider than all of the other tested methods. This also reiterates the fact that individual
corrections are necessary for each method derived from this framework.
Results from L demonstrate that it is an accurate estimator of both Neanderthal and
Denisovan admixture. Given corrections, the simulated parameter values, and a large
sample size, all methods perform reasonably well.
1.3.2 Estimate of λ
Our estimate of λ in simulated data 1.2 shows L is an accurate estimator of the archaic-
modern separation date. Precision increases with sample size, and the median estimate
across 500 independent simulations is accurate for all sample sizes, similar to the mixture
proportion estimates from L. In this case, our estimator was provided with accurate values
for all other date parameters at each of the sample sizes used throughout.
1.3.3 Sensitivity to Error in Parameter Estimates
In general, all methods are affected to some degree by model misspecification, but to
different extents and for different parameters. Figs. 1.5 and 1.6 are plots of the percentage
change in the estimate as a function of the percentage change in a single parameter value,
noted at the base of a column. The slope in each plot is the elasticity of the method noted
at the left, with respect to the parameter at the base. The y-axis is normalized for all plots
within a column, but not between columns. For any method the parameters α, δ, and ζ have






































































































































































































































Figure 1.5. The relationship between each method and all date parameters we assume.
Each subplot shows the percentage deviation from the true value of a parameter on the
x-axis, and the resulting percentage change in the estimate on the y-axis. The slope in each
of these graphs is the elasticity of the method with respect to a parameter. The parameter
being modified is listed at the base of a column. Rows 1–3 correspond to the estimates







































































































































































































































Elasticity of Population Size and Ghost Admixture
Figure 1.6. The relationship between each method and all population size parameters and
the quantity of ghost admixture we assume. Each subplot shows the percentage deviation
from the true value of a parameter on the x-axis, and the resulting percentage change in
the estimate on the y-axis. The slope in each of these graphs is the elasticity of the method
with respect to a parameter. Rows 1–3 correspond to the estimates generated by L, while
rows 4–6 correspond to fˆ , RNeandertal, and Q, respectively.
both the values and ranges are much smaller than those being used for κ and λ, so it is
unsurprising that they have a small effect. It is also clear that mN is relatively insensitive
to variation in all date parameters, while estimates of mD are biased by a small amount
when κ is misspecified. All methods have some sensitivity to population size, though fˆ is
clearly the least sensitive; the other methods are all quite sensitive to misspecification of
population size, shown in Fig. 1.6.
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For each column in Figs. 1.5 and 1.6, the scale of the y-axis is set by the most affected
method, often RNeandertal, where we see that estimates are severely modified by the three
least-well-known parameters: κ, λ, and mD. The estimate for λ shows little sensitivity to
variation in any parameter. As with mN and mD, this is likely due to the fact that two of the
parameters with the greatest uncertainty, λ and mD, are being estimated directly in L. The
result is estimates of mN , mD, and λ with less bias contributed by date misspecification.
It is clear however, that high-quality estimates of model parameters are mandatory for this
family of methods.
1.3.4 Sequencing Error Sensitivity
λ is affected more heavily than any of the estimates of the mixture proportion from any
method. In practice, this should not cause a large deviation from the true value in λ as
well, but in extreme cases of sequencing error, we could see a significant deviation from the
true value. This can also be interpreted as a demonstration of what happens to estimates
when the ancestral and derived allele are reversed due to polarization errors. In that case,
the effect on λ may be significant.
1.4 Discussion
It is clear from the results above that we must address the presence of ghost admixture
when generating estimates of archaic mixture proportions. Previous work has identified
multiple possible sources of archaic admixture into single modern populations [2]–[4], [19],
evidence for archaic admixture from an unknown source into populations potentially lacking
Neanderthal admixture [34], [35], and now there is evidence of non-Neanderthal admixture
into Denisova [4]. As a result, understanding the effect of violating the assumptions about
tree shape is essential for every method used to estimate the archaic mixture proportion.
The estimated range of mixture proportion values, 1–4% Neanderthal in non-Africans [1],
3–6% Denisova in Melanesia [2], is widely cited, but the analysis here indicates that we
should be skeptical of those estimates.
Though initially, there was some ambiguity about whether or not there was any Deniso-
van admixture in East Asia [2], [3], [19], there is increasing support for a low level of
Denisovan admixture in East Asia [4]. Due to the shared history of the Neanderthal and
Denisovan genomes, and our limited sample of Neanderthal genetic diversity, it is likely that
additional Neanderthal admixture can be falsely identified as a smaller amount of Denisovan
admixture, when in fact there was no Denisovan introgression at all. For this reason, and
in light of the results above, any estimate that does not address the possibility of multiple
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sources of admixture should be viewed with skepticism.
Even with the corrections presented previously [18], and demonstrated in Fig. 1.2, there
remains a problem where an estimate of archaic admixture from Neanderthals depends on
the estimate from Denisova, and vice versa. Furthermore, any such estimate where there is
potentially additional admixture from a species we are unaware of can be difficult to correct
within the current framework. L addresses the first part of this problem by simultaneously
estimating the contribution of two archaic species, typically Neanderthal and Denisova.
The latter problem has not been resolved, and the extent of the bias introduced will depend
largely on the way the tree assumptions are violated.
λ, being one of the oldest population parameters with which we are concerned, and with
the widest confidence interval [4, Supp. 12], may contribute significantly to error in mixture
proportion estimates when misspecified. A widely repeated estimate of λ (i.e., archaic-
modern separation) depends on linkage disequilibrium (LD) to generate their estimate of the
same value [4, Supp. 12]. This estimate was generated using data that were computationally
phased [4, Supp. 4], which introduces phasing errors [36, 37, 4, Supp. 4], breaks down LD,
and is likely an overestimate of the population separation date. L does not use any LD
information, but rather fits the best value of λ given a set of site patterns. We show
in Figs. 1.5 and 1.6 that this estimate is vulnerable to misspecification of tree parameters
and population size, but given parameter values within reasonable ranges, we generate
accurate estimates that are robust to phasing errors.
We have presented a new composite-likelihood method for archaic admixture and sep-
aration date estimation, L. We tested L under a variety of assumptions, and violations of
assumptions, which has also provided additional verification of prior results. Previously, we
presented Q, which uses the same approach as that used by Patterson et al. in each of the
major archaic genome publications discussed [1]–[4], [18]. Q uses a ratio of expectations to
calculate the mixture proportion directly, in much the same way that fˆ , RNeandertal, etc.
do, but requires only a single archaic individual.
While Q needs only a single archaic, both a Neanderthal and a Denisovan are necessary
for L, but it generates an estimate for the contribution of both species simultaneously. L
generates reliable estimates of mN and mD for event dates within reasonable ranges and
given reliable estimates of 2N for the populations ancestral to those used in the analysis. L
addresses several concerns about the amount of Denisovan admixture present in populations
that also contain Neanderthal admixture, and also provides an alternative estimate of λ,
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the archaic-modern separation date, that does not rely on LD and thus is robust to phasing
errors.
CHAPTER 2




There have been several recent large-scale publications using data from SNP microarrays
to estimate admixture proportions in modern human populations, e.g., [19], [38]–[40]. These
studies have used f -statistics, D-statistics, and F4 ratio estimators to detect admixture,
and estimate the contribution of one population to another [15]. Though f -statistics and
D-statistics are supposed to be robust to ascertainment bias, this is not necessarily the case
for F4 ratio estimators.
Three of the previous publications, Reich, Patterson, Campbell, et al. [38], Lazaridis,
Patterson, Mittnik, et al. [39], and Qin and Stoneking [40], used data from the Human
Origins data set, which uses the Human Origins array, a SNP panel designed for population
genetic studies [15], [41]. The ascertainment procedure for this SNP microarray was designed
to make correcting for ascertainment bias simple, and as a result, the array is designed so
that the ascertainment bias is limited to pq bias. That is, the dataset is biased toward
SNPs with relatively high heterozygosity in many human populations, which tend to be
polymorphisms with deep gene trees. This makes simulating the same type of ascertainment
bias a simple procedure, and allows us to verify the sensitivity of some previously used
methods to this type of ascertainment bias.
Though f -statistics and D-statistics may not give false positives in the face of ascertain-
ment bias, there is no such guarantee for F4 ratio estimators. In fact, f -statistics are only
shown to generate values equal to 0 when the true value is zero, but the magnitude of the
f -statistic is affected by ascertainment bias [15, p. 1073]. In this case, F4 ratio estimators
may well be biased, as they are intended to generate a point estimate — where magnitude
is important — rather than test a null hypothesis of zero admixture.
Here we test four estimators: L, fˆ , RNeandertal, and Q. Three of these are F ratio
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estimators, while L is a composite likelihood derived similarly to the F ratio estimators.
We generate ascertainment bias in simulated data and compare estimates of admixture
from the prior estimators to determine their sensitivity to ascertainment bias. Finally, we
apply L and Q to data from the International HapMap Project [42] and the high coverage
Neanderthal and Denisovan genomes [3], [4].
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Simulations
Simulations were conducted using fastsimcoal 2.1 [25], with parameters chosen to fit the
tree in Fig. 1.1. These parameters are given in Table 1.1. In all scenarios, the simulated
mixture proportions into Y were 5.0% for Neandertal and 2.0% for Denisova.
Ascertainment bias was added to the simulated data using importance sampling. A site





where pk is the frequency of the derived allele at site k in population Y, and qk is the
frequency of the ancestral allele. Sites were drawn from the simulated dataset with re-
placement up to the number originally in the dataset, generating pq-bias. The analysis
corresponds to the analysis in Bohlender and Rogers, with ascertainment bias now included
[43].
2.2.2 Samples
We used the HapMap phase 3.2 release for our SNP data and both the Altai Neandertal
[4] and the high coverage Denisova [3] extended vcf files for our archaic samples. In one set
of tests, HGDP01029 — the San sample sequenced as part of Meyer et al. [3, Supp. 9] —
was used as population X, i.e., the population expected to have no archaic admixture. In
the other set, the HapMap YRI sample was used for population X. Results for both analyses
are in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.
2.2.3 Data Conversion
Datasets from the HapMap were converted to VCF [44] using the Genome Analy-
sis Toolkit (GATK) [45]. The data from the HapMap was aligned to human reference
GRCHv36, while the whole genomes generated by Meyer, Kircher, Gansauge, et al. [3]
were aligned to UCSC’s hg19. The HapMap VCFs were converted to hg19 using the
LiftoverVariants tool provided by the GATK.
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Table 2.1. Estimates from L and Q assuming λ = 440ky (only applicable to Q). Estimates
of λ are given in years, assuming 2Nancestral = 4616 and generation length is 29 years. The
column labeled Q is the estimate of mN from Q. The first set of rows uses the San genome
from Meyer, Kircher, Gansauge, et al. [3] as the non-admixed human group, while the
second set uses the HapMap YRI population.
X Y mN mD λ Q
San ASW 0.0431 0.0390 447171 -0.0136
San CEU 0.0456 0.0379 445674 -0.0147
San CHB 0.0462 0.0391 445800 -0.0120
San CHD 0.0460 0.0388 445667 -0.0135
San GIH 0.0446 0.0381 445745 -0.0160
San JPT 0.0461 0.0392 445584 -0.0138
San LWK 0.0420 0.0388 447250 -0.0145
San MEX 0.0461 0.0384 446309 -0.0100
San MKK 0.0419 0.0381 447048 -0.0143
San TSI 0.0453 0.0381 445761 -0.0144
San YRI 0.0423 0.0393 447308 -0.0153
YRI ASW 0.0327 0.0280 448665 0.0003
YRI CEU 0.0355 0.0291 447199 -0.0033
YRI CHB 0.0357 0.0299 447348 -0.0021
YRI CHD 0.0355 0.0297 447201 -0.0030
YRI GIH 0.0348 0.0290 447259 -0.0037
YRI JPT 0.0356 0.0299 447118 -0.0032
YRI LWK 0.0324 0.0280 448804 0.0000
YRI MEX 0.0358 0.0294 447839 -0.0003
YRI MKK 0.0331 0.0284 448627 -0.0003
YRI TSI 0.0353 0.0293 447309 -0.0030
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Table 2.2. Table of estimates from L and Q, assuming 2NXY = 5 × 104. Estimates of λ
are given in years. The column labeled Q is the estimate of mN from Q. The first set of
rows uses the San genome from Meyer et al. as the non-admixed human group, while the
second set uses the HapMap YRI population.
X Y mN mD λ Q
San ASW 0.0392 0.0346 447352 -0.0094
San CEU 0.0415 0.0336 445800 -0.0101
San CHB 0.0421 0.0346 445940 -0.0082
San CHD 0.0419 0.0344 445801 -0.0092
San GIH 0.0405 0.0337 445872 -0.0110
San JPT 0.0421 0.0347 445720 -0.0095
San LWK 0.0382 0.0345 447430 -0.0103
San MEX 0.0420 0.0340 446455 -0.0068
San MKK 0.0380 0.0338 447207 -0.0098
San TSI 0.0413 0.0337 445889 -0.0099
San YRI 0.0385 0.0349 447499 -0.0105
YRI ASW 0.0293 0.0245 448633 0.0002
YRI CEU 0.0318 0.0254 447155 -0.0023
YRI CHB 0.0321 0.0262 447314 -0.0014
YRI CHD 0.0319 0.0260 447163 -0.0021
YRI GIH 0.0312 0.0253 447211 -0.0025
YRI JPT 0.0320 0.0262 447079 -0.0022
YRI LWK 0.0289 0.0245 448777 0.0000
YRI MEX 0.0322 0.0257 447817 -0.0002
YRI MKK 0.0296 0.0249 448606 -0.0002
YRI TSI 0.0317 0.0256 447268 -0.0020
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The data from Meyer, Kircher, Gansauge, et al. [3] were in “Extended Variant Call
Format”, where each site is annotated with additional information, including the base from
the inferred human-chimp common ancestor, the CAnc field. Bases in the CAnc INFO field
were assumed to be ancestral and used to polarize the data.
2.2.4 Filtering
All analysis included only the sites that passed the Map35 100% criteria, used by Pru¨fer,
Racimo, Patterson, et al. [4, Supp. 5b, Supp. 14]. The minimum filtered site list was
downloaded from <http://bioinf.eva.mpg.de/altai_minimal_filters/>. This set of
sites was further restricted to SNPs that are biallelic — have only a single alternate allele
— across all samples, on chromosomes one through twenty-two. We additionally excluded
all sites flagged as in a CpG context, all systematic errors, and all sites with missing data
in any individual.
2.2.5 Bootstraps
L is a composite likelihood, which assumes independence between sites. Because our
data are not independent, we use a moving blocks bootstrap to produce confidence intervals
around our estimates [46]. We do 100 replicates with a block size of 100,000 SNPs. Bootstrap
confidence intervals for all estimates are provided in Appendix B.
2.2.6 Parameters
Parameter estimates were taken from the literature where available, and their assumed
values are provided in Table 2.3. Because our estimate of λ — the date of separation
between modern and archaic populations — differed so much from the published values, we
decided to run our data analysis twice. When we collected population size estimates for
the XY population, we calculated the harmonic mean over the interval from λ = 653, 000
years to ζ = 110, 000 years from Li and Durbin [47], and again from λ = 440, 000 years to
ζ = 110, 000 years. The former case corresponds to the estimate from [4], while the latter
matches our own estimate. This gives two different population sizes for the XY population,
to which both L and Q are sensitive, and a different value of λ, to which Q is sensitive [18],
[43].
2.3 Results
Simulations demonstrate a mild upward shift in the estimate of Neanderthal admixture
in RNeandertal, and essentially no change in L and Q. However, fˆ generates estimates that
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Table 2.3. Assumed parameter values for all estimates made on the HapMap data set.
Population sizes, 2N , are given as the number of haploid individuals in a population
indicated by the subscript. Dates are given in units of 2N0 generations, with generation
length assumed to be 29 years, and 2N0 equal to 2Nancestral. The separate values for λ and
2NXY are given because our estimate of λ diverged so much from the estimate in Pru¨fer,
Racimo, Patterson, et al. [4].
Parameter Assumption Source
2Nancestral 4616 Pru¨fer, Racimo, Patterson, et al. [4]
2NN 1154 Pru¨fer, Racimo, Patterson, et al. [4]
2ND 1154 Pru¨fer, Racimo, Patterson, et al. [4]
2NXY,young 19184 Li and Durbin [47]
2NXY,old 17425 Li and Durbin [47]
2NND 1154 Pru¨fer, Racimo, Patterson, et al. [4]
α 25,000 *A guess
δ 56,000 Sankararaman, Patterson, Li, et al. [23]
ζ 110,000 Henn, Cavalli-Sforza, and Feldman [28]
κ 427,000 Pru¨fer, Racimo, Patterson, et al. [4]
λyoung 444,000 *Approximate L estimate
λold 653,000 Pru¨fer, Racimo, Patterson, et al. [4]
are more than twice as large as the simulated value. This result is shown at each of 3 sample
sizes in Fig. 2.1 and supports the argument that F4 ratio estimators need to be independently
evaluated for biases, made previously in [18], [43]. We also find that estimates of λ from
L tend to be slightly younger than the simulated value, shown in the rightmost panel of
Fig. 2.1.
Estimates of archaic admixture into all HapMap populations — including YRI — were
made with San as population X. Estimates using YRI as population X did not use San at
all. The results are presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. Confidence intervals for the estimates
are given in Appendix B, and are generally narrow around each estimate, ranging ± 2%
of the point estimate. When San is used as population X — the population assumed to
have no archaic admixture — all other populations show evidence of archaic admixture.
This fits with previous results from [34], which found evidence for archaic admixture in
Africa without the use of an archaic genome. It also indicates that analyses using YRI as
an outgroup should be viewed as lower bounds on archaic admixture, as F4 ratio estimators
produce estimates relative to the modern outgroup population, X.
Notably, estimates of λ from L are consistent across population size assumptions and
regardless of the modern outgroup population used. This is encouraging, as we would expect
λ to be the same for all modern human populations, so switching the modern outgroup from
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Archaic Admixture Estimator (mN and mD from L)
Comparison of Accuracy and Precision of Estimates
Figure 2.1. Violin plot with the median (red line in violin) and distribution of 500 point
estimates from replications of the ascertainment bias resampling procedure on independent
simulations. In the three left figures, the upper dashed line corresponds to the simulated
value of mN while the lower dashed line is mD. In the rightmost figure, the dashed line
corresponds to the simulated value of λ, and the violins show the distribution of estimates
of λ from L.
San to YRI should not change the estimate, as we see in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.
2.4 Discussion
Our simulations support the use of some admixture estimators — L and Q — on
data with ascertainment bias. It also shows that estimators must be evaluated on an
individual basis, as fˆ and RNeandertal are more sensitive to ascertainment bias, but to
different degrees. This is problematic for studies like [39], [48], which do many comparisons
between modern human populations using methods in the same family as the methods tested
here. These analyses suffer from a much more complicated set of relationships between
populations as modern human populations are more likely to have admixed recently, so
model misspecification is more likely. Adding the ascertainment bias effect on top of the
ghost admixture effect means that the admixture point estimates in [38], [39], [48] are likely
inaccurate, potentially by double or more.
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We conducted two sets of analyses, using different assumptions for λ, reflecting differ-
ences in our archaic-modern split estimate and the estimates used more broadly in the
literature [4]. In each of these analyses, we used both YRI and San as the outgroup. We
found elevated admixture estimates for all Y populations when using San as the outgroup,
implying less archaic admixture in San than in other populations. This also documents
some variability in levels of archaic admixture in Africa, supporting previous analyses by
[34], [35], [49]. This also raises concerns for analyses that lump African populations, as they
will miss the variability in African populations. They will also tend to underestimate the
amount of archaic admixture outside of Africa, because these methods generate estimates
relative to population X. This is particularly true for approaches that exclude all sites with
the ancestral base in Africa, e.g., “enhanced” D-statistics in [2].
The difference between our estimate of λ and the estimate in [4] could be due to
additional model misspecification that we are not accounting for here. There are also
some parameters to which L is sensitive, and which may reduce the estimate of λ. Those
are shown in Figs. 1.5 and 1.6. These may cause a lowered estimate of λ, but unless the
estimates in the literature corresponding to each of the parameters used in the model are
drastically incorrect, we should not be seeing an underestimate of more than 110ky of the
lower bound of the estimate from [4]. An alternative is that the estimate in [4] is biased
upward due to its use of PSMC to estimate the separation date [4, Supp. 12]. The data
there were computationally phased, which may introduce phasing errors. These errors may
break down LD, and thus artifically increase the apparent separation date. L does not use
any LD information, and is therefore immune to that form of bias. Instead, the estimates
are generated based upon an assumed mutation rate, µ = 0.5× 10−9, inherent in the values
we use for the events listed in Table 2.3.
We have shown here that further analyses using data with ascertainment bias, or more
generally data that has biased heterozygosity through filtering or other means, should use
methods in the F4 ratio estimator family carefully. These methods differ in their sensitivity
to various forms of bias, and as the relationships between the populations of interest become
more complicated, there is more opportunity for ghost admixture to generate misleading
results. Though they are still sensitive to many different parameters, L and Q are both
largely insensitive to ascertainment bias, making them ideal choices for work where the
population relationships are well understood, and the data come from SNP arrays.
CHAPTER 3
ARCHAIC ADMIXTURE IN WHOLE
GENOME DATA
3.1 Introduction
F4 ratio estimators have been used frequently since their introduction [20]. Unfortu-
nately, many of these statistics are biased by admixture from a second archaic population
[18]. These estimators typically model relationships between populations as a tree repre-
senting the relationships between populations, and allow only a single source of admixture
in a binary comparison [15]. Though corrections have been proposed, they are largely
inappropriate for use in contexts where we suspect multiple sources of admixture, due to
a reliance on an initial estimate of ghost admixture to use as a correction [18]. In an
archaic admixture context, this may mean using the estimator in populations with both
Neanderthal and Denisovan admixture [4]. In modern populations, this will be true for many
comparisons, particularly between populations that have been historically geographically
close, e.g., Europe and the Near East, New World and European populations, etc. [20],
[38]–[40]. All current corrections for ghost admixture depend on an estimate of admixture
from a ghost source, which presents a clear problem for generating an initial estimate of
admixture in a population.
A recent example of this problem was raised by Rogers and Bohlender [18]. In their
Figure 9, they demonstrate that if the estimate of Denisovan admixture into Melanesia
from [2] is accurate, the estimated value from RNeandertal — an F4 ratio estimator — should
be much larger than the true value [2]. This would be true even if there were no admixture
into Melanesia from Neandertals at all.
To address this issue, we have proposed a maximum likelihood estimator of the archaic
mixture proportion for a population, L, which generates estimates for two archaic popu-
lations simultaneously [43]. Here, we use this new method and Q to generate estimates
of Neandertal and Deniosovan admixture into the human genomes published by Meyer,
Kircher, Gansauge, et al. [3].
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3.2 Methods
All methods discussed assume a relationship between populations matching Fig. 1.1.
Population names reflect the tips of that tree. L is a composite likelihood estimator of
three values: mN , the mixture proportion for Neandertals into population Y;mD, the
mixture proportion for Denisovan into Y;λ, the date of separation of the Archaic and
Modern populations [43]. Estimates of all three values in L are sensitive to parameter
assumptions. Assumed values for each parameter are given in Table 2.3.
Q is an F3 ratio estimator created by Rogers and Bohlender as an alternative to
previously published methods [18]. It is sensitive to misspecification of population size
in earlier epochs but is otherwise a relatively stable estimator that requires only a single
archaic sample to generate an estimate.
Our results for the date of population separation between modern and archaic pop-
ulations, λ, are significantly different from the published estimates of the same [4]. We
run our analyses twice, to contrast the implications of the different λ estimates. First, we
assume the older date, and use the population size calculated as the harmonic mean of the
population sizes between λ and ζ for population XY, taken from [47]. Second, we assume
our estimated value of λ, and acquire the population size for population XY in the same
way. L and Q are both sensitive to the population size assumed for population XY, but
only Q is sensitive to the assumed value of λ.
3.2.1 Bootstraps
We assume independence between sites, but this is not the case in our data. As a result,
we cannot use standard likelihood methods to generate confidence intervals around our
estimates. Instead we use moving blocks bootstraps to estimate confidence intervals [46]. We
do 100 replicates with a block size of 100,000 SNPs. Confidence intervals around estimates
are given in Appendix B.
3.2.2 Data
The data used for analysis were sequenced as part of the Meyer, Kircher, Gansauge,
et al. [3] analysis of the high coverage Denisovan genome. We used the extended vcf files
provided at <http://cdna.eva.mpg.de/denisova/VCF/> (Accessed 12–17–2014) for our
modern whole genome samples and the high coverage Denisovan genome. We also use the




All analysis included only the sites that passed the Map35 100% criteria, used in [4,
Supp. 5b, Supp. 14]. The minimum filtered site list was downloaded from <http://bioinf.
eva.mpg.de/altai_minimal_filters/>. This set of sites was further restricted to SNPs
that are biallelic, i.e., have only a single alternate allele, across all samples, on chromosomes
one through twenty-two. We additionally excluded all sites flagged as in a CpG context, all
systematic errors, and all sites with missing data in any individual.
3.3 Results
As in our analysis of the data from the International HapMap Project, we find significant
divergence between estimates of mN between L and Q. These results are shown in Table 3.1.
3.4 Discussion
As in our analysis with ascertainment bias [50], we find a divergence between estimates
from L and Q in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. This divergence indicates some difference between
the assumed parameters and the history that lead to our data. Alternatively, there may
be additional sources of admixture that are further biasing these methods. There has been
some evidence of additional archaic admixture from a non-Neanderthal into Denisova, but
simulations of this pattern result in essentially no change in the estimates from L and Q.
If the issue is another source of ghost admixture, then it is unlikely to be due to admixture
into Denisova.
It is important to note the distinction between estimates using San as population X and
using Yoruba as population X. Previously, Africa has been treated as a unit for some analyses
[2] [3]. The results here indicate two things: diversity in Africa should be considered when
conducting future analyses, and the uneven distribution of Neanderthal and Denisovan
admixture indicates a history of archaic admixture in Africa. The first point fits with
arguments that have been made previously regarding genetic structure in Africa [51], [52].
The second supports prior studies that found evidence for archaic admixture in Africa
without an archaic genome for reference [34], [35]. We find a larger signal of Neanderthal
ancestry in Yoruba than in other African populations tested, which seems consistent with
previous results indicating gene flow from Europe into Yoruba [49], [53].
All estimates of both Neanderthal and Denisovan admixture are larger worldwide when
using San as the outgroup, implying a lower overall level of archaic admixture in San than
other populations. Using L, we find higher levels of Neanderthal admixture than has been
reported using F4 ratio estimators, but lower levels of Denisovan admixture in Melanesia
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Table 3.1. Table of estimates from L and Q, assuming λ = 653, 000 years. Estimates
of λ are given in years, assuming a generation length of 29 years, and a haploid ancestral
population size of 4616. The first set of estimates uses the San genome as the non-admixed
human group, while the second set uses the Yoruba genome. All estimates from Q assume
no Denisovan admixture.
X Y mN mD λ Q
San Dai 0.0468 0.0366 448876 0.0069
San Dinka 0.0384 0.0363 448005 -0.0156
San French 0.0453 0.0349 448408 0.0000
San Han 0.0493 0.0359 449324 0.0147
San Karitiana 0.0466 0.0365 448621 0.0042
San Mandenka 0.0393 0.0385 448331 -0.0143
San Mbuti 0.0400 0.0376 448743 -0.0078
San Papuan 0.0485 0.0417 450824 0.0191
San Sardinia 0.0451 0.0352 448359 -0.0002
San Yoruba 0.0399 0.0373 448180 -0.0127
Yoruba Dai 0.0387 0.0285 449792 0.0145
Yoruba Dinka 0.0296 0.0272 448813 -0.0022
Yoruba French 0.0369 0.0267 449122 0.0093
Yoruba Han 0.0409 0.0279 450250 0.0202
Yoruba Karitiana 0.0379 0.0279 449591 0.0124
Yoruba Mandenka 0.0293 0.0277 448993 -0.0010
Yoruba Mbuti 0.0383 0.0352 450287 0.0042
Yoruba Papuan 0.0405 0.0334 452115 0.0237
Yoruba Sardinia 0.0365 0.0268 449210 0.0091
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Table 3.2. Table of estimates from L and Q, assuming λ = 444, 000 years. Estimates
of λ are given in years, assuming a generation length of 29 years, and a haploid ancestral
population size of 4616. The first set of estimates uses the San genome as the non-admixed
human group, while the second set uses the Yoruba genome.
X Y mN mD λ Q
San Dai 0.0428 0.0325 449064 0.0047
San Dinka 0.0347 0.0322 448169 -0.0107
San French 0.0413 0.0309 448571 0.0000
San Han 0.0452 0.0319 449516 0.0101
San Karitiana 0.0426 0.0324 448805 0.0029
San Mandenka 0.0356 0.0342 448534 -0.0098
San Mbuti 0.0363 0.0334 448936 -0.0053
San Papuan 0.0445 0.0374 451124 0.0131
San Sardinia 0.0412 0.0312 448522 -0.0001
San Yoruba 0.0361 0.0331 448362 -0.0087
Yoruba Dai 0.0350 0.0250 449797 0.0099
Yoruba Dinka 0.0263 0.0237 448761 -0.0015
Yoruba French 0.0332 0.0233 449085 0.0064
Yoruba Han 0.0371 0.0245 450259 0.0138
Yoruba Karitiana 0.0342 0.0244 449583 0.0085
Yoruba Mandenka 0.0260 0.0242 448942 -0.0007
Yoruba Mbuti 0.0347 0.0313 450458 0.0029
Yoruba Papuan 0.0369 0.0298 452261 0.0163
Yoruba Sardinia 0.0329 0.0234 449175 0.0063
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[1]–[4], [40], [54][cf. 55]. It is important to note that, given our limited sample availability,
we do not have a clear picture of Neanderthal and Denisovan genetic diversity. As a result
of the close relationship of Neanderthals and Denisovans, some populations with little or no
actual Denisovan admixture may have inflated estimates simply because we have relatively
little Neanderthal data. The reverse is also true. This is just a restatement of the problem
for these modeled approaches when confronted with ghost admixture, though in this case
the “ghosts” are Neanderthals that we haven’t sampled. The issue of sparse sampling and its
effects on D-statistics and similar methods has been presented previously in other literature
[56], [57].
Also of note, using San as population X results in significantly higher estimates for mN
and mD with L, while estimates of λ remain stable. We find that our λ estimates from
whole genome data match our results from the Internation HapMap Project [42]. This
result makes sense, as all modern populations should have separated from archaics at the
same time. It also supports prior results indicating the robusticity of L to ascertainment
bias. The difference between our estimate of the archaic-modern separation date and that
of [4] can be explained by a lack of dependence on LD information in L. The data used to
generate the estimates of λ in [4, Supp. 12] were computationally phased [4, Supp. 4]. This
computational phasing introduces phasing errors, which may break down LD and artificially
increase the estimated age [58]. L requires no phasing, nor does it use any information from
that process. The age of the separation of archaic and modern humans is instead inferred
from the distribution of shared derived states. While L and the λ estimate are sensitive
to model misspecification (see Figs. 1.5 and 1.6), it should not diverge from the estimate
in [4] by as much as 110ky from the bottom of their estimated range. The archaic-modern
separation estimate from [4] has been used frequently since its publication, so this divergence
in estimates should provoke additional research on this split.
We suggest caution when interpreting results from F4 ratio estimators and similar meth-
ods. Without a clear understanding of how misspecifying relationships between populations
affects estimates of admixture, we should be skeptical of results depending on them. The
problem of specifying the tree correctly is manageable with archaic samples, as Neanderthals
and Denisovans together clearly form a clade relative to modern humans. This problem
is exacerbated with modern human samples, as in the Human Origins dataset. Recent
analyses relied on F4 ratio estimators to make pairwise population comparisons in these
large data sets [38]–[40]. Given the results of our analyses — both analytically [18] and in
simulation [43] — the complexity of relationships between populations and the unknown
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magnitude of the biases that result make it difficult to believe any of the point estimates
and confidence intervals that resulted. This concern is made clear in our estimate of the
amount of Neanderthal and Denisovan admixture in Papua New Guinea. Here, we used
the same data as [3], but we find a pattern opposite theirs, greater Neanderthal admixture
than Denisovan. This pattern is similar to the rest of the world, though the admixture
fraction is greater for both Neanderthals and Denisovans in Papua New Guinea, indicating
another wave of introgression into this population, and a yet more complicated history of
introgression.
APPENDIX A
MATRIX COALESCENT L DERIVATION
AND TESTS
A.1 Introduction
Here we use the matrix coalescent as derived by Wooding and Rogers [59], and originally
due to Griffiths and Tavare´ [60], to derive a model of admixture between two archaic hominin
populations and a modern human population. This method can be used to derive the
models used for the family of statistics typically referred to as F4 ratio estimators [15], [20],
[61]. Our method, L, assumes a model that is similar to the models used for the F ratio
estimators, though it is unique in the sense that we model contributions from Neandertals
and Denisovans simultaneously. As a result, we have intervals in the past where three or
more lineages may reside in a single population, complicating the probability of a particular
pattern in the data, and increasing the number of cases where we may observe these patterns.
The matrix coalescent gives the probability of having a number of remaining lineages at the
end of an epoch — or a number of coalescent events within an interval — going backward in
time. Using this, we can calculate the expected length of specific combinations of lineages.
These lengths, an assumed mutation rate, and the number of possible pairings between
lineages give us the probability of seeing a specific site pattern.
The tree we envision for L and Q is provided in Fig. A.1. We will refer to the populations
at the tips of the tree with capital letters, and the samples from those populations in
lowercase letters.
Outside of the ND population, the derivation of the site patterns for L is essentially
identical to the derivations for Q in Rogers and Bohlender [18]. Because L also follows
admixture from D into Y, there are up to three lineages in ND, and four lineages in the
ancestral population. We only include this for the site patterns that are “aware” of D: yn,
yd, and ynd.
Using the matrix coalescent — see [59] for full derivation — the probability of having
i lineages left from an original three at the end of an epoch with length v is given in the
vector:
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Figure A.1. The tree being described throughout the paper. Events are labeled with
Greek letters, populations are labeled with capital letters. The direction of admixture
moving backward in time is indicated with a blue line and arrow for Neandertals and a red







The above vector describes the probability of having two lines of descent, and three lines of
descent, at the end of the epoch. The probability of a single line of descent at the end of
the epoch is then one minus the sum of the elements.
The expected length of the branches for each count of lineages in the interval is:
PND
(




Again, the expected length for a single remaining lineage is the length of the interval less
the sum of the elements of the above vector.
Now that we have these quantities, the rest is assembling each of the intervals and their
associated probabilities. For example, the above probabilities are for three or two lineages
at the end of an interval. But in ND, with y, n, d all present, yn only forms 1/3 of the time,
so we must divide the probabilities by the number of possible pairings to get the probability
of a single site pattern.
A.1.1 Coalescent Simulations
We used a custom coalescent simulation to confirm theoretical results. We simulated
four populations, and varied all date and population size parameters in Table 1.1. The same
values were given to the theory and the results are presented in Fig. A.2. We find good
agreement between the simulated and predicted values, indicating that the theoretical re-
sults above fit well with any history matching the assumed tree structure, given appropriate















































































































































































































































































































































Figure A.2. Predicted versus observed site pattern counts from a coalescent simulation.
All parameters in the model were varied in the simulation. The theory and simulations
match well, supporting the derivations above.
APPENDIX B
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
Table B.1. Table of confidence intervals for L and Q. Estimates of λ are given assuming
generation length is 29 years and 2N0, the ancestral population size, is 4616. Q here
assumes lambda is the midpoint of the estimates from Pru¨fer, Racimo, Patterson, et al.
[4], 653 thousand years. The first set of rows uses the San genome from Meyer, Kircher,
Gansauge, et al. [3] as the non-admixed human group, while the second set uses the HapMap
YRI population.
mN mD λ Q
X Y 2.5% 97.5% 2.5% 97.5% 2.5% 97.5% 2.5% 97.5%
San ASW 0.0418 0.0443 0.0382 0.0402 446641 447615 -0.0185 -0.0105
San CEU 0.0434 0.0476 0.0371 0.0392 444973 446317 -0.0239 -0.0065
San CHB 0.0437 0.0480 0.0381 0.0403 444898 446659 -0.0233 -0.0018
San CHD 0.0436 0.0477 0.0379 0.0397 444896 446469 -0.0228 -0.0059
San GIH 0.0425 0.0461 0.0371 0.0394 445036 446586 -0.0263 -0.0096
San JPT 0.0442 0.0482 0.0385 0.0405 444675 446180 -0.0271 -0.0061
San LWK 0.0410 0.0434 0.0380 0.0399 446818 447681 -0.0185 -0.0130
San MEX 0.0442 0.0481 0.0374 0.0397 445598 446884 -0.0189 -0.0030
San MKK 0.0408 0.0431 0.0371 0.0393 446620 447364 -0.0178 -0.0111
San TSI 0.0436 0.0473 0.0372 0.0394 444977 446901 -0.0239 -0.0051
San YRI 0.0412 0.0437 0.0385 0.0405 446958 447669 -0.0181 -0.0125
YRI ASW 0.0317 0.0339 0.0276 0.0289 448387 449053 -0.0008 0.0014
YRI CEU 0.0341 0.0373 0.0287 0.0302 446676 447888 -0.0072 0.0015
YRI CHB 0.0337 0.0375 0.0294 0.0308 446488 448267 -0.0087 0.0028
YRI CHD 0.0337 0.0372 0.0294 0.0306 446425 448092 -0.0091 0.0017
YRI GIH 0.0334 0.0362 0.0285 0.0301 446603 447935 -0.0084 -0.0002
YRI JPT 0.0344 0.0378 0.0295 0.0307 446323 447963 -0.0080 0.0016
YRI LWK 0.0316 0.0335 0.0276 0.0292 448432 449188 -0.0007 0.0007
YRI MEX 0.0340 0.0376 0.0289 0.0304 446989 448490 -0.0064 0.0038
YRI MKK 0.0325 0.0345 0.0283 0.0296 448255 449079 -0.0014 0.0011
YRI TSI 0.0341 0.0371 0.0289 0.0302 446598 448135 -0.0071 0.0013
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Table B.2. Table of confidence intervals for L and Q. Estimates of λ are given assuming
generation length is 29 years and 2N0, the ancestral population size, is 4616. Q here assumes
λ is 440 thousand years, matching our estimates from L. The first set of rows uses the San
genome from Meyer, Kircher, Gansauge, et al. [3] as the non-admixed human group, while
the second set uses the HapMap YRI population.
mN mD λ Q
X Y 2.5% 97.5% 2.5% 97.5% 2.5% 97.5% 2.5% 97.5%
San ASW 0.0377 0.0402 0.0339 0.0356 446945 447865 -0.0119 -0.0073
San CEU 0.0394 0.0433 0.0325 0.0347 445116 446424 -0.0159 -0.0058
San CHB 0.0397 0.0437 0.0337 0.0357 445107 446666 -0.0162 -0.0025
San CHD 0.0392 0.0439 0.0335 0.0354 445066 446516 -0.0167 -0.0042
San GIH 0.0386 0.0420 0.0327 0.0348 445125 446682 -0.0180 -0.0050
San JPT 0.0400 0.0438 0.0338 0.0357 445085 446592 -0.0165 -0.0032
San LWK 0.0370 0.0393 0.0337 0.0356 447053 447850 -0.0122 -0.0086
San MEX 0.0399 0.0435 0.0331 0.0349 445895 447292 -0.0121 -0.0006
San MKK 0.0371 0.0389 0.0330 0.0348 446800 447572 -0.0126 -0.0077
San TSI 0.0397 0.0429 0.0328 0.0351 445115 446665 -0.0167 -0.0047
San YRI 0.0375 0.0395 0.0340 0.0359 447096 447889 -0.0128 -0.0085
YRI ASW 0.0285 0.0306 0.0243 0.0255 448271 449084 -0.0007 0.0009
YRI CEU 0.0303 0.0337 0.0250 0.0264 446391 448011 -0.0055 0.0016
YRI CHB 0.0302 0.0339 0.0258 0.0272 446487 448246 -0.0049 0.0018
YRI CHD 0.0298 0.0335 0.0257 0.0269 446455 448003 -0.0063 0.0007
YRI GIH 0.0298 0.0326 0.0249 0.0264 446471 447936 -0.0057 -0.0001
YRI JPT 0.0304 0.0337 0.0257 0.0271 446228 447819 -0.0062 0.0009
YRI LWK 0.0282 0.0301 0.0243 0.0254 448458 449144 -0.0005 0.0005
YRI MEX 0.0307 0.0339 0.0254 0.0266 447204 448572 -0.0038 0.0033
YRI MKK 0.0289 0.0308 0.0247 0.0258 448229 449012 -0.0010 0.0007
YRI TSI 0.0302 0.0334 0.0252 0.0267 446490 448106 -0.0050 0.0010
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Table B.3. Old λ confidence intervals for L and Q. Estimates of λ are given in units of 2N
generations. The first set of rows uses the San genome from Meyer et al. as the non-admixed
human group, while the second set uses the HapMap YRI population.
mN mD λ Q
X Y 2.5% 97.5% 2.5% 97.5% 2.5% 97.5% 2.5% 97.5%
San Dai 0.0443 0.0494 0.0356 0.0380 448195 449864 -0.0019 0.0164
San Dinka 0.0373 0.0398 0.0352 0.0377 447231 448906 -0.0213 -0.0091
San French 0.0439 0.0472 0.0336 0.0363 447750 449115 -0.0064 0.0066
San Han 0.0466 0.0524 0.0344 0.0371 448451 450153 0.0046 0.0240
San Karitiana 0.0448 0.0481 0.0351 0.0381 447723 449529 -0.0045 0.0115
San Mandenka 0.0380 0.0404 0.0372 0.0397 447731 449038 -0.0204 -0.0092
San Mbuti 0.0385 0.0410 0.0364 0.0391 447948 449577 -0.0145 -0.0029
San Papuan 0.0463 0.0512 0.0401 0.0444 449711 451786 0.0089 0.0282
San Sardinia 0.0433 0.0473 0.0341 0.0363 447738 449259 -0.0078 0.0084
San Yoruba 0.0386 0.0415 0.0361 0.0388 447523 449023 -0.0172 -0.0061
Yoruba Dai 0.0367 0.0404 0.0275 0.0298 448820 450908 0.0082 0.0207
Yoruba Dinka 0.0286 0.0310 0.0258 0.0283 448228 449739 -0.0052 0.0017
Yoruba French 0.0350 0.0385 0.0256 0.0282 448279 450054 0.0031 0.0140
Yoruba Han 0.0388 0.0432 0.0270 0.0290 449325 451071 0.0140 0.0262
Yoruba Karitiana 0.0363 0.0403 0.0268 0.0294 448646 450579 0.0071 0.0193
Yoruba Mandenka 0.0283 0.0307 0.0267 0.0293 448352 449797 -0.0046 0.0027
Yoruba Mbuti 0.0368 0.0395 0.0340 0.0361 449568 451019 -0.0012 0.0076
Yoruba Papuan 0.0382 0.0432 0.0318 0.0353 451051 453118 0.0165 0.0317
Yoruba Sardinia 0.0347 0.0385 0.0259 0.0279 448456 449966 0.0037 0.0139
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Table B.4. Young λ confidence intervals for L and Q. Estimates of λ are given in units of
2Nanc generations, where generation length is 29 years and 2Nanc = 4616. The first set of
rows uses the San genome as the non-admixed human group, while the second set uses the
Yoruba genome.
mN mD λ Q
X Y 2.5% 97.5% 2.5% 97.5% 2.5% 97.5% 2.5% 97.5%
San Dai 0.0404 0.0457 0.0314 0.0339 448162 450054 -0.0013 0.0118
San Dinka 0.0338 0.0359 0.0314 0.0333 447521 448865 -0.0140 -0.0077
San French 0.0397 0.0435 0.0298 0.0328 447741 449336 -0.0046 0.0054
San Han 0.0430 0.0481 0.0306 0.0331 448945 450487 0.0055 0.0165
San Karitiana 0.0405 0.0445 0.0312 0.0336 448071 449733 -0.0026 0.0084
San Mandenka 0.0344 0.0369 0.0332 0.0359 447858 449383 -0.0130 -0.0055
San Mbuti 0.0351 0.0377 0.0324 0.0344 448269 449715 -0.0091 -0.0018
San Papuan 0.0426 0.0470 0.0360 0.0396 450166 451995 0.0065 0.0196
San Sardinia 0.0393 0.0430 0.0302 0.0323 447849 449354 -0.0054 0.0053
San Yoruba 0.0349 0.0373 0.0320 0.0340 447631 449213 -0.0122 -0.0041
Yoruba Dai 0.0333 0.0380 0.0242 0.0263 448917 450863 0.0063 0.0151
Yoruba Dinka 0.0250 0.0278 0.0229 0.0249 447891 449465 -0.0041 0.0009
Yoruba French 0.0315 0.0349 0.0224 0.0246 448260 449941 0.0028 0.0093
Yoruba Han 0.0348 0.0394 0.0234 0.0257 449327 451063 0.0093 0.0181
Yoruba Karitiana 0.0321 0.0366 0.0233 0.0260 448520 450919 0.0045 0.0131
Yoruba Mandenka 0.0246 0.0272 0.0232 0.0252 448267 449600 -0.0033 0.0014
Yoruba Mbuti 0.0336 0.0361 0.0301 0.0326 449783 451173 -0.0002 0.0057
Yoruba Papuan 0.0347 0.0391 0.0281 0.0312 451645 453499 0.0127 0.0212
Yoruba Sardinia 0.0313 0.0349 0.0222 0.0245 448305 449891 0.0026 0.0095
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